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The Immune Response
Basic and Clinical Principles
Tak W. Mak
Ontario Cancer Institute, University of Toronto, Canada
Mary E. Saunders
Advanced Medical Discovery Institute, 
Ontario Cancer Institute, Canada 
The Immune Response is a new, and
unique reference work covering basic and
clinical principles in an up-to-date, and com-
prehensive fashion. Over the course of thirty
chapters, written by extremely high profile
authors, the broad scope of modern
immunology is presented. The book is beau-
tifully illustrated, with four-color figures and
plates throughout. It is an invaluable resource
for lecturers and a vital reference for research
scientists throughout the life and medical sci-
ences.
KEY FEATURES:
* Current and thorough reference written by
extremely high profile and respected authors
* Dr. Tak Mak led the group that was the first
to identify and clone human immune-system
T-cell receptors in 1984
* An impressive array of basic and fundamental
immunology questions are answered
* Terminology is put into historical context that
allows a fuller understanding of the area
under discussion
* Unique 'single voice' delivery of key subjects
in immunology offer consistency of 
definition as complex concepts recur from 
chapter-to-chapter
* First four chapters serve as an 'Immunology
Primer' before each concept is discussed 
in detail
November 2005, Hardback, 1400 pp. 
ISBN: 0120884518
$139.95 /£87.50 /€125.00
“…straight forward style…crystal clear definitions of complex
immunological concepts... Uncomplicated style effortless for
the reader to move from one section to the next, comfortable,
unforced learning experience…”
— Gillian Wu, Faculty of Pure and Applied Science, 
York University, Canada
"...chapters are a delight to read...I {also} like the format of 
presentation with boxes for the specialists and plenty of illus-
tration...
...This will be an important contribution to the field of
Immunology."
— Noel R. Rose, Director, Johns Hopkins Center for
Autoimmune Disease Research, 
Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
Baltimore, MD, USA
"…very well written; it will be easily accessible to a broad
readership, including undergraduate and graduate students…"
— Ruslan Medzhitov, 
Yale University School of Medicine, USA
"...this textbook from Mak and Saunders is very timely, reads
very well, and should be of great interest to those wanting to
get a start in understanding Immunology..."
— Juan-Carlos Zúñiga-Pflücker, Sunnybrook & Women's 
College Health Sciences Centre, USA
"...illustrations are excellent...delightfully written...the text is
unique in its style..." 
— Lionel Filion, Department of Biochemistry 
Microbiology and Immunology, University of Ottawa, Canada
